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ABSTRACT
Documented herein is a dynamic, interactive computer
graphics system called "GESTER." Special features of
this system include, in hardware, the use of a touch
sensitive input device, and in software, the use of
"gesture recognition" as a technique whereby personali-
zation is achieved.
This report presents the problems incurred during the
design of a personalized system and addresses the
conceptual questions raised during research. A short
background in computer graphics is given in the
Introduction. A user's manual to "GESTER" is included.
The result of this study is a system which aids the
"non-artist" user in the production of simple diagrams.
These diagrams are generated from non-explicit data given
by the user in the form of graphic gestures. The
conclusions support the concept of personalization through
the use of an "adaptive" system: "GESTER."
Thesis Supervisor: Nicholas P. Negroponte
Associate Professor of computer Graphics
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To Non-believers--
Listen to the MUSTN'S child
Listen to the DONT's
Listen to the SHOULDNT'S
the IMPOSSIBLES, the WONT'S
Listen to the NEVER HAVES
then listen close to me--
Anything can happen child,
ANYTHING can be.
Shel Silverstein, WHERE THE SIDEWALK ENDS;
Harper and Row, New York, 1974
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Graphics is an art form. Graphics can be almost anything
you see around you from a billboard or bookcover to a
picture, a map or the giant numerals on an elevator door.
What then are Computer Graphics and Interactive Computer
Graphics? This introduction will answer these questions
in an effort to familiarize those readers interested in
the concepts presented, with the jargon.
Graphics (and graphic design) is a field in itself,
completely independent of computers. Recently, computers
have been introduced for use as a production tool and/or
a medium for presentation. The computer is used by the
designer to store, view, and manipulate graphical data.
Graphical data, to a computer, is numbers which represent
the "x" and "y" co-ordinates of a point in a "graphic."
Together, these x and y data points make up the graphic.
Once designed, the computer can also be used as the medium
for presentation of the graphic.
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How the computer is used for these tasks requires an
understanding of the makeup of a computer graphics system.
The two major components of any system are its hardware
and its software. In computer graphics the software
includes programs which drive the main operating system
of the computer and programs which together are the
graphics system. The "user" never sees the software,
rather, he simply sees the results of what the software
produces and uses these results to accomplish his
particular design task. Hardware is machines and devices.
Diagram One illustrates graphically the basic hardware
parts which make up a simple graphics system.
1 2 3 4 5
pe c a stor ag
graphics mi
input mi
device keyboard CPU
monitor
display
device
DIAGRAM ONE
PARTS OF A SIMPLE GRAPHICS SYSTEM
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The primary difference between a graphics system and
other computer systems is that it must accommodate the
need for graphical input and output.~ Many methods and
technologies for graphical input exist. Therefore, this
part of the system is labeled "special graphics input
device." Communicating with the Central Processing Unit
(CPU--this is "the computer") is generally, but not always
as shall be seen, achieved via an alphanumeric keyboard,
i.e. a typewriter. A "monitor," the output device, is
the third part, allowing the user to view his data.
A monitor or display as it can be sometimes called, is
similar to a standard home television. All of these
parts are attached to the CPU. This is where all the
commands are evaluated and executed, where computations
take place, and basically, where all roads lead to and
go from!- The CPU is where the system software is
controlled and the system hardware is coordinated. In
addition to these parts, there must be a place to store
the graphical data. Storage, when using mini-computers,
as have been used in this thesis, is done outside the
main CPU. Primary storage is on a magnetic disk. This
disk holds graphical data which, when called for, is
brought into the main CPU. Other storage mediums do
exist, such as magnetic tape, but this is too slow for
an interactive graphics system.
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These then are the main hardware components of an
interactive computer graphics system: a special graphics
input device, a keyboard, a monitor or display, the CPU,
and a storage device for both alphanumeric and graphical
data. Many current systems have an additional monitor
for viewing alphanumeric output. This extra ingredient
is not desirable for many reasons, primarily cost, and
consequently is being designed out of newer systems.
What distinguishes an "interactive" graphics system from
other graphics systems is the capability of allowing the
user to communicate with the machine making instant
graphical changes on data being viewed. The user points
to a line on the screen that he wishes to move. Assuming
the machine is in "move mode" the line will follow the
"special- graphics input device" until the system receives
a signal that the move is complete. This is all done
in "real time," i.e., there is no waiting between the
time that the line is pointed to and the move takes place.
This is also called "dynamic" graphics. It is dynamic
because it is possible for the user to move the line from
one position on the screen to another. The system
presented in this thesis is a dynamic, interactive
computer graphics system.
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To demonstrate how an interactive graphics system may
be used by a designer, let us take the designing of
Diagram One as an example. To start I had a blank sheet
of paper. I also had a complete mental image of the
diagram. The problem was to translate this mental image
into a clear graphical image. While this diagram is
simple, it still called for, by conventional methods,
several attempts, with each attempt requiring the
redrawing of my correct translations. Finally, I readied
an acceptable solution. During this process, I used a
new sheet of paper for each attempt due to the necessity
for redrawing. Had I used an interactive computer graphics
system, however, I wouldn't have required any paper at
all! More beneficial though is the feature that allows
for data to be input (drawn) only once. And I could erase
any unacceptable data and leave the parts that I liked.
Never would I have had to redraw the entire diagram.
Granted, this capability can be partially achieved using
tracing paper overlays or pencils and erasers. However,
both these methods become unwieldy and redrawing almost
invariably occurs. Further, the final solution is only
on flimsy tracing paper or covered with erasure marks,
still to be redrawn once again on sturdy vellum with ink.
This then is the only "original" from which copies may
be made. Interactive graphics allows a user to store
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an image at any time, from which an unlimited number
of "originals" may be generated at any time. This image
can be altered such that new variations are created which
can also be stored. The first image has not been
destroyed by this process as it remains safely in storage.
At all times the user is interacting with the machine,
inputing data, altering data and storing data. The
machine interacts with the user by carrying out user
commands and acknowledging the user's presence. Further,
it may be programmed to alert the user when an error or
incompatibility is being made.
A graphics system designed as "medium" for viewing graphics
is seldom interactive. There are systems, such as the
one designed and implemented at the Architecture Machine
Group, known as SDMS (Spatial Data Management System)1
that allow a user to view data at different levels of
detail. In order to gain access to these levels, the
user must interact with the system, indicating, via a
special graphics input device, which data he wishes to
view in greater detail. The user is not able to alter
the data, however. This system is exceptional. In
general, computer graphics systems used as a display
medium are for viewing the results of what "interactive"
computer graphics systems have created.
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A brief look at history shows us that computer graphics
started around 1950 as an attempt to use the cathode ray
tube (CRT) as a computer output device.2 Hardware
limitations of the CRT have restricted the growth of
computer graphics to some extent. Alternatives to CRT's
such as storage tubes have been developed and while they
solved some of the problems found in CRT's they also
brought with them their own host of problems. Recently,
color graphics has been attainable via a raster scan
display, as opposed to the above calligraphic displays,
which, like its predecessors, maintains its own
restrictions. The versatility of this color display,
however, seems to outweight the inconveniences, and new
color monitors are replacing the old CRT's. The
mid-1960's saw the greatest advances in computer graphics
when several large graphics systems were implemented
demonstrating that interactive computer graphics was not
only plausible but useful.3 The early 1970's saw
interactive graphics move from research laboratories out
into industry. In this later role, it has been used to
aid in the design of automobiles, aircraft, buildings,
and integrated circuits, to name only a few applications.
Science has used computer graphics for reading and viewing
data and especially for performing simulations. Today,
the technology for utilizing a computer-driven display
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is endless in its applications potential. The largest
factor now restricting its widespread use is cost. The
current trend is toward decreasing hardware costs. This,
coupled with the fact that much software development has
already occurred should boost the growth of many differing
types of computer graphics systems.
-14-
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2.0 OVERVIEW
2.1 Generating Ideas
"GESTER" is an interactive computer graphics system which
receives graphical input from a touch sensitive display,
runs this data through a gesture recognizer and then
executes the recognized function. Output is displayed
on a color raster scan monitor. The system allows a user
to create simple diagrams using only graphic gestures,
as opposed to giving explicit input data, to communicate
with the machine. As a gesture is recognized, the
functions that the gesture represents is performed.
"GESTER" is the graphics component of an envisioned
Graphic-Text Editbr. Such a system would combine the
diagramming capabilities of "GESTER" with the text editing
capabilities of a sophisticated word processor. This
would enable a user to input text and diagrams in their
proper order thus eliminating the need for cut and paste
diagrams. A user would type until a diagram was desired,
create the diagram using "GESTER," and then return to
typing text.
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In contemplating a system of such magnitude, I chose to
focus on the graphical issues. The most apparent of these
issues was graphical input. It was postulated that a
user who felt he could not draw, would not, unless the
system offered substantial aids. Therefore, developing
a technique for drawing the simple diagrams often used
in documentation became the generating idea behind the
design of "GESTER." The problem was to make this technique
as easy and forgiving as possible to the "non-artist"
while at the same time producing high quality graphical
output.
2.2 Viewpoint
"GESTER" was conceived with the belief that it is important
to design systems in such a way that a user is able to
get the most from himself as an intelligent individual
while at the same time getting the most from the machine,
an intelligent system. This is a simple concept. Yet,
it is one that has been hard to implement successfully
as the fine line between what a user should, could, and
will do, and what the machine should, could, and will
do, varies with each user.
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My particular solution to this "who does what" problem
was to utilize the notion of "personalization"4 in the
design of "GESTER." I postulated that if the machine
"knew" the user, then it could adapt itself to perform
accordingly with that user to form a complete system.
My notion of a complete system, then, incorporates both
a machine, equipped with an interactive graphics
capability, and a user. Within this system framework,
both parties must "adapt" themselves to each other.
In order to exercise such adaptive qualities, a high
level of personalization is maintained through intense
interaction, and recognition during the "graphical
dialogue. "5
In this context, the machine's role as a slave to the
user is drastically reduced. Rather, it acts more as
a partner.6 And, as in most successful partnerships,
each must "know" something about the other to gain the
best end results. This "knowledge" is acquired by the
machine using "gesture recognition." Initially, nothing
is known by either partner about the other and a "learn
by doing" process much take place. Then, as knowledge
is accummulated by both partners, the reliability and
results of the system improve.
-18-
3.0 CONCEPTS
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3.0 CONCEPTS
The following sections give the conceptual background
of the techniques applied in this thesis. Together,
gesture recognition and personalization with partnership
form the basis for my concept of "the adaptive system."
3.1 Gesture Recognition
Gesture recognition is a technique, implemented in
software, whereby the machine reads the set of points
that comprise a gesture. The gesture is input by the
user using a special graphics input device. The machine
then generates a set of parameters which it tries to
match with already "known" parameter sets in the data
base. If a match is found, then the gesture is recognized
and the function associated with it is performed. If
it is not recognized, my system alerts the user, and asks
what function the user intended. It then allocates the
new gesture data in the data base, and performs the
function. If the gesture is a new one, the system
requires the user to "teach" it the gesture. Teaching
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is accomplished by giving repeated examples of the gesture.
In this way, "knowledge" is gained from experience and
the backbone of a "vocabulary of gestures" is established.
3.1.1 Gestures and Meaning
The following is reprinted by permission of the author,
Dr. Richard Bolt, from his report on Touch Sensitive
Displays to ARPA in March 1977.7
That gesture could go beyond a few simple signs to
form a "language" has been an intriguing topic.
Early consideration of this possibility from a
psychological point of view is represented by
speculations by Wundt (1883). The eminent student
of the use of sign and symbol in human culture,
Professor Susanne K. Langer, has cautioned, however,
that the majority of seemingly gesture-based
languages are not true languages at all, but
represent more or less extensive collections of
gestures which either are imitative of actions or
things, or are directly substitutable for words.
That is, they are either simple signs, or function
as surrogate words in the context of what is
primarily a verbal language (Langer, 1960, p. 97).
Recent attention has been given to American Sign
Language (ALS), as a proper language, toward
analyzing the distinctive features of handshapes
in that language (Lane, et al., 1976). ALS is a
language developed in the cultural context of
families which have members who are deaf (often
congenitally), and is acquired, too, by some
non-deaf family members in order to communicate
with deaf relatives. ALS, like sign languages in
general, is not to be confused with "finger-
spelling," where generally there is one handshape
for each particular letter of the alphabet. In
finger-spelling, the speller's hand is usually
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kept in one position in front of the speller's
chest, with the palm.oriented toward the receiver;
words and sentences are then spelled out in a
succession of alphabetic handshapes. In contrast,
sign languages like ALS have available dimensions
that finger-spelling lack. The hand can be varied
in shape, orientation, location, and movement
(Cf. Lane, et al., 1976). The sign itself need
not be direct imitation in shape of the concept
to be conveyed; rather, a culturally developed
gesture "stands for" a concept as does a verbally
rendered word; e.g., the sign in ALS for the
concept of "boy" is ". . . an open hand placed,
palm facing down, on the forehead, with the hand
closing quickly so that the fingertips touch the
thumb" (Lane, et al., p. 264).
The intriguing possibility is, of course, that a
gesture language might be developed for communica-
tion with the computer. Imagine "signing" to a
computer via a TSD or some free-space input mode.
While the promise is exciting in principle, it
should be observed that there are inherent limita-
tions in the human side of the coupling as well
as in the machine's ability to capture gesture.
To the extent that a collection of gestures
constitutes a true language, with signs, vocabulary,
term equivalency (a dictionary), and translatability,
we have entered a very sophsticated realm.
The set of gestures would have to be learned very
carefully and above all, be well-practiced by the
human User. The approach demands a very high level
of motivation and acumen on the part of the User
to acquire and employ the language. The opportunity
to "keep up" the language with persistent and
consistent usage would be extremely important.
It should be clear that what we are alluding to
here is some sort of natural language communication
with the computer, albeit now in the modality of
gesture. A more modest beginning might be
initiated in the realm of a system of natural and
arbitrary signs.
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3.1.2 The Notion of the Gesture
A gesture, in the context of gesture recognition as
presented thus far, is a motion which expresses an
intention. This motion in "GESTER" is made on the Touch
Sensitive Device. The gesture is always graphic. In
other words, something visual always appears on the screen
for any gesture made. The intention of the gesture,
however, may not necessarily be graphic. It may include
a system command, rather than a graphic figure. Diagram
Two gives examples of sample gestures and their resulting
intentions.
GESTURE INTENTION RESULT
ERASE
(command)
', RECTANGLE
(graphic)
DIAGRAM TWO
SAMPLE GESTURES AND RESULTING INTENTIONS
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Normally, a gesture is associated with speech. In such
a context it acts as an enhancement feature to a
conversation. In an interactive graphics system, a
conversation also takes place between the user and the
machine. Herot7 extends this further in stating that
graphical conversations take place between different
sectors of man's mind. Believing this, one can perceive
of a gesture as being an enhancing feature to this
internal dialogue. In this way, the graphical gesture
is little different from its physical counterpart. The
only distinction between a gesture used during a verbal
conversation and one used during a graphical conversation
is in the way it manifests itself. In a verbal
conversation it is visual but not graphic. In a graphical
conversation it is both. The end result, nevertheless,
is the same: clarity of expression.
3.1.3 Development of Gesture Recognition
Gesture recognizers were originally implemented to
recognize alphanumeric character functions. The most
well known of these is the Ledeen Character Recognizer
developed by Ken Ledeen at Harvard in 1967.8
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At the Architecture Machine Group the development of
gesture recognition as a graphical input/output technique
evolved from research being done in Sketch Recognition.9
Sketch recognition offered an alternative for inputing
graphical data which allowed the user flexibility, while
at the same time generated good graphical output. The
user, in many cases, got what he wanted and intended,
not what the computer forced him to have. In a design
environment, this kind of flexibility is a requirement.
It is important here to distinguish between types of
users. In some cases a user may be a skilled draftsman
or artist who has a facility for translating mental images
into graphical images. While sketch recognition is useful
for this type of user, it is primarily designed to meet
the needs of the "I don't know how to draw" set of users.
Sketch recognition offers them a way around their
deficiencies. When a user draws a line, no matter how
crooked, it is recognized as a line and straightened
when displayed.
Gesture recognition is a logical extension of this
capability. Initially, a recognizer was envisioned as
a sub-system for performing commands whereby a set of
gestures would define a command language for a system.1 0
-25-
In other words, a gesture would be used as a means for
controlling a system rather than as a method for graphical
input.
"GESTER" uses gesture recognition in a way that makes
it possible for a user to define his own graphical
vocabulary. This vocabulary is the language he uses
for both commands and graphical input.
The use of gesture recognition in "GESTER" provides a
solution to the requirements for simplicity, high quality
graphics and user encouragement. Inputing graphical
data is simple because all a user does is make one of
his pretaught gestures. From.that gesture, a figure
is generated for the user. It is encouraging for the
user to know that no matter how dreadful his graphic
abilities, they will still be properly interpreted.
Simplicity is also achieved in that the user need not
utilize two different devices for inputing commands and
graphical data to the system. Everything is communicated
through the touch sensitive display.
-26-
3.2 Personalization and Partnerships
Probably the most common criticism of computers is that
they are impersonal. They are accused of ignoring
individuality by recreating people in the form of binary
numbers! The solution, then, is to personalize them.
In order to do this it is necessary to understand what
personalization means. In the context of a computer
system it means that a particular user is "known" by
the system. It recognizes one user as being different
from another. Note that I am speaking of a one machine
to many user relationship here. This relationship
distinguishes a personalized system from the popular
"home" computers currently being marketed under the guise
of "personal" computers. The only thing "personal" about
them is that they belong to the user. Personal systems
of this nature maintain a one machine to one user
relationship.
3.2.1 Personalization through Knowledge
Personalization, as I have defined it, is achieved through
knowledge. The system must "know" something about the
user. Therefore, the system must be capable of "learning."
We do not generally conceive of a computer system as being
-27-
a learning device. We think of it more as a place where
information that we know gets stored or operated on.
Perhaps we should consider what our "knowledge" is.
It is data that we store and perform operations on in
order to generate new data and new knowledge. The
critical variable here is the ordering of the data so
that incorrect data combinations do not take place.
This process can be accomplished by a computer as well.
Thus, since knowledge can be obtained by the computer,
personalization can be achieved. The machine learns
about a user, stores that knowledge, and builds on it
at each meeting. People "get to know" one another in
the same manner. And just as we are able to develop
personal relationships with more than one individual,
so too can the computer. As the system identifies a
user, it recalls all the data it "knows" about that user,
and performs accordingly. The essence of a personalized
system is its ability to "know" more than one user and
adapt to any user's particular idiosyncracies.1 1
Gesture recognition is the method by which personalization
is achieved in "GESTER." By using gesture recognition,
a user can "teach" (or the machine can "learn") the
machine his personal gestures. Once "known" by the
machine initially, gesture data is built up at each
-28-
repetition of a gesture. Experience, thus, increases
personalization.
3.2.2 Partnership as an Extension
of Personalization
Inherent in the concept of personalization is the
requirement for a relationship between the computer and
one of many users. What role each party plays in this
relationship determines whether or not a partnership
exists. Given my notion of a total system, both parties
must work with each other, based on their knowledge of
the other, toward a common goal in order for a partnership
to exist. There is no master and no slave. One side
of the system cannot function without the other to achieve
the goal. "GESTER" requires a partner in order to be
such a complete system.
3.3 The Adaptive System
Earlier, I expressed the opinion that computer systems
should be designed in such a way that the user does not
become a passive participant. Some systems have a
tendency to do too much, causing the user to back off
and let the system do the work. In a design environment
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this tends to discourage creativity. In order to avoid
this, the user must participate in the process. But,
as I pointed out, there is a fine line between what the
user should, could and will do, and what the machine
should, could and will do. I have labelled this line
"the Line of Adaptation." This line of adaptation divides
the system into two parts based on which party is adapting
the most in order to maintain a complete system. In a
personalized system when both parties are first learning
about each other, a high level of adaptability must occur
(Diagram Three).
Initial Encounter
Requiring more explicit
Knowledge
Later Encounter after
Experience Aquired
Knowledge is implicit
Aa
DIAGRAM THREE
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After the system has gained experience, the line of
adaptation will settle within a small variance range.
This is because the user "knows" what to expect from
the machine and vica versa. At this time, the system
is at its highest level of personalization. From this
we can deduce that adaptability generates personalization.
That the system is always maintained, no matter what
the level of personalization, is what marks it as an
"Adaptive System." In an adaptive system, the goal is
always reached. The efficiency with which it is reached,
however, is variable. Diagram Four shows the system
in equilibrium. This state is not-the most efficient,
for the more one side adapts to the other in the course
of interacting, the more efficient the system becomes.
For example, if a user has taught the machine a set of
Line of Adaptation
USER MACHINE
"Total System"
DIAGRAM FOUR
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gestures, but then departs from that set by being sloppy,
the machine must adapt in order to maintain the system
and reach the goal. In adapting, the machine must do
more computing, more interacting with the user and
generally, more work! All of this requires time which
results in a less efficient system. Therefore, a direct
relationship between the line of adaptation and efficiency
can be established.
A user is discouraged from decreasing his adaptability
level in two ways. One is the resulting decrease in
efficiency. The other is the intensified interaction
required as the line of adaptation moves toward the user.
Questions are asked of the user as to his intentions
which must be answered before the system can continue.
In this way, the user is brought back into the system
to clarify his previous ambiguities. The only time the
£Line of Adaptation Line of adaptation] Inconmnl =f-sm
tem resulti
in System F
DIAGRAM FIVE
USER
Sys-
ig
ailure
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MACHINE
system can fail is if the line of adaptation reaches a
point at which there is no area indicated for one of the
system parties. At such a time, communication has broken
down and adaptability has increased to a level where the
partnership no longer exists. Personalization within
the system remains, but without partnership it cannot
be exercised. This demonstrates that if adaptability
increases, personalization is less recognized. As the
level of personalization increases, there is less need
for adaptability, thus efficiency is increased. Without
adaptability, however, personalitzation on this order
could not occur.
-33-
4.0 "GESTER" SYSTEM DESIGN AND DIAGRAMS
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4.0 "GESTER" SYSTEM DESIGN AND DIAGRAMS
The following pages present the "GESTER" system
design flow diagrams. Included is a detailed diagram
of the data base organization, and a diagrammatic flow
trace of the routines as executed.
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5. 0 "GESTER" USER'S GUIDE AND PROGRAMMER'S MANUAL
5.1 User's Guide
The most successful feature of "GESTER" is its simplicity.
Instructions for use are given to the user while it is
running. To gain access into the system, the user logs
in on the MAGIC system as "GESTER." By doing this all
internal initializations are done for the user. When
the color pallet and cursor appear on the display, the
system is ready and waiting for input. And as soon as
the system receives initial input, instructions appear
whenever the system requires more information. A user
should be advised of one thing: gestures should be defined
to be as varying as possible. In other words, gestures
should be distinct. This marks them as specific gestures.
In other words, circles should not look like squares,
etc.
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5.2 Programmer's Manual
The following is a list, in the order in which they are
called, of the sub-routines which comprise the system.
TRYTWO
This routine is the top level of the system and maintains
control of the system. The external data structure block
is declared here and used throughout program execution.
dcl 1 info external,
2 threshl float,
2 thresh2 float,
2 ng ptr,
2 ng ptr,
2 lg ptr,
2 submask bit (16),
2 flag fixed,
2 reclist ptr,
2 linlist ptr,
2 arrlist ptr,
/*upper threshold*/
/*lower threshold*/
/*pointer to first gesture block*/
/*pointer to next gesture block*/
/*pointer to last gesture block*/
/*base plane mask*/
/*check flag*/
/*pointer to first rectangle
data block*/
/*pointer to first line
data block*/
/*pointer to first arrow data
block*/
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/*pointer to first circle data
block*/
2 ptlist ptr; /*pointer to first point data
block*/
Called by: none
Calls: RECOG, LISTEN, FIND, DRAWREC, DRAWLIN, DRAWARR,
DRAWARR, DRAWPT, DRAWCIR, PALLET, WIPE, NAME,
ERASE, STORE
Mask: varying
PALLET
This routine displays the set of colors which make up
the color pallet so that the user may change color at
any time.
Called by: TRYTWO
Calls: none
Mask: "0007"b4;
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2 cirlist ptr,
LISTEN
This routine listens to the input device to get the x,y
data or the gesture. LISTEN takes two arguments: par
and newvalue. "Par" is the array which contains the six
parameters required by the gesture recognizer. "Newvalue"
is the current color value in the display.
Called by: TRYTWO
Calls: WIPE
Mask: varying-- primarily "0038"b4;
WIPE
This routine will erase the plane specified in the argument
to the background color. In general it is used to clear
text and gestures so that the figures in the diagram will
dominate.
Called by: TRYTWO, LISTEN
Calls: none
Mask: input argument
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RECOG
This routine recognizes a gesture and returns its name
to TRYTWO. If a gesture is not recognized, a name is
generated by brute force methods. Arguments to RECOG
are "par" and "nam." The gesture data block is also used
in this routine.
dcl 1 gest based,
2 next ptr,
2 last ptr,
2 name char (32)
varying
2 reps fixed,
2 mean (6) flt,
/*pointer to next gesture*/
/*pointer to last gesture*/
/*name of gesture*/
/*number of times gesture has
been taught*/
/*for mean and var see
appendix one*/
2 var (6) flt;
Called by: TRYTWO
Calls: NAME, WIPE
Mask: "0100"b4;
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NAME
This routine is called only when a gesture has not been
recognized. This may be due to an error on the part
of the recognizer, but more likely, it is because the
gesture is new.
Called by: RECOG
Calls: MENU
Mask: "0100"b4;
MENU
This routine displays a menu on the screen and waits for
the user- to point to the intended function. This name
is then returned to NAME. MANU takes one argument: "nam."
Called by: NAME
Calls: none
Mask: "0100"b4;
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DRAWREC
This routine takes the input data and calculates points
for use in drawing a rectangle. DRAWREC takes one
argument "value" which determines the color of the
rectangle. Also, DRAWREC allocates a recbloc structure.
Called by: TRYTWO
Calls: LINKREC
Mask: "0007"b4;
LINKREC
This routine links the allocated recbloc structure to
the chain of recblocks.
Called by: DRAWREC
Calls: none
Mask: insignificant
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DRAWLIN
This routine takes the input data and calculates points
for use in drawing a rectangle. DRAWLIN takes one
argument "value" which determines the color of the line.
DRAWLIN allocates a linbloc structure.
Called by: TRYTWO
Calls: LINKLIN
Mask: "0007"b4;
LINKLIN
This routine links the allocated linbloc to the chain
of linblocs.
Called by: DRAWLIN
Calls: none
Mask: insignificant
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DRAWPT
DRAWCIR
DRAWAR
These routines all operate in the same way as DRAWLIN
and take the same arguments. DRAWPT draws a point,
DRAWCIR draws a circle, and DRAWARR draws an arrow.
Called by: TRYTWO
Call: respective linking routines
Mask: "0007"b4;
ERASE
This routine will ask the user which figure he wishes
erased. It will then erase the last one drawn from the
screen and will de-allocate it from the structure.
Called by: TRYTWO
Calls: none
Mask: varying
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FIND
This routine searches the gesture chain to find out if
the gesture input exists in storage. If it does, the
gesture block is updated. If it does not, a gesture
block is allocated and then LEARN is called. FIND takes
two arguments: "par" and "nam."
Called by: TRYTWO
Calls: WIPE, LEARN
Mask: variable
LEARN
This routine requires the user to repeat a new gesture
ten times so that data can be compiled for future
recognition. LEARN takes four arguments: "par," "one,"
"two," and "reps." "One" and "two" are array variables
used in calculating "mean" and "var."
Called by: FIND
Calls: WIPE, LISTEN
Mask: "0038"b4;
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APPENDIX ONE
Reprinted from "Architecture Machinations," Internal
Weekly Newsletter of the Architecture Machine Group,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, April 12, 1977.
"How to Give Your 7/32 the Perception of a Dog,"
by Paul Heckbert.
The following article describes a project started this
semester in response to my plea to my IAP seminar for
a student to write a gesture recognizer. It is intended
to work with any type of input device such as tablets
or TSDs. The Graphical Input Techniques Group will be
interfacing it to its drawing system to achieve a gesture-
driven editor. Paul is seeking input about the types
of gestures which should be recognized, so those of you
who are looking for gesture input should make your needs
known.
- CFH
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Over the last month I have developed a simple gesture-
recognition program called LEARN. The completed program
is surprisingly "intelligent" -- it recognizes approxi-
mately 80% of its gestures correctly. It does have many
shortcomings, however, which render it far less perceptive
than a human -- nearer the perceptive ability of a dog,
I would say.
What LEARN does, briefly, is read the points of a stroke
from a tablet (or light pen); munch on the data to reduce
it to six parameters; compare those parameters with the
parameters of known gestures; and then pick the known
gesture which is "most similar" to the new gesture. The
program then displays the name of the gesture with the
best fit and a rating of the quality of the fit and pauses
for the user to correct it, if necessary. - It next goes
back, reads another gesture, guesses its identity, and
so on. After each gesture is guessed, the computer
adjusts its stored data in a way that will (hopefully)
improve its future guesses. To teach the program a new
gesture, the user simply performs the gesture and gives
it a name. From five to ten repetitions of the gesture
are generally necessary before LEARN begins to recognize
it. After about 20 repetitions, the program's recognition
ability levels off at about 80% accuracy.
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The number and type of parameters measured is of great
importance. Presently my program uses six very simple
parameters: the number of points read in, the total path
length, the number of stops made by the pen, the average
speed, the distance between the beginning and ending
points, and the ratio of the previous parameter and the
path length. The information stored is the mean and
standard deviation of each of the parameters for each
type of gesture. As already mentioned, the parameters
describing the new gesture are compared with the data
for the known gestures and a guess is made, That guess
is made by computing a rating of the quality of "fit"
for each gesture and choosing the gesture with the lowest
rating. The rating is computed with the formula:
RATING =~E over all six parameters
(mean of previous gest.) - (param for new gest.)
(standard deviation of previous gestures)
I designed this rating function with two criteria in mind:
(1) agreement between the new gesture and the mean of
the old gestures should be rewarded with a small contribu-
tion, and (2) a parameter with a high standard deviation
should be ignored. I believe my rating function meets
both of these criteria.
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In the formula for the rating function you can see that
the performance of the program will improve as time goes
on. For example: let's say you are teaching LEARN the
gesture SQUARE, and the only gestures you have taught
it so far are LINE and CIRCLE. The first time you draw
a square, the program will undoubtedly guess that it is
a circle because a square is much more like a circle than
a line. You then type in "SQUARE," and draw another
square. The program will still call it a CIRCLE because
it is "unfamiliar" with squares. LEARN will continue
calling your squares CIRCLEs until enough examples of
a square have been provided that the program "becomes
familiar" with SQUARE. This point is reached when the
means and the standard deviations of SQUARE are such that
the rating of fit for SQUARE is below that of CIRCLE.
As times- goes on, the standard deviation of parameters
like "path length" and "number of points" will grow while
the standard deviation of the parameters "number of
stopping points" and "distance between beginning and end"
will decrease. The program learns that squareness is
independent of size, and dependent only on number of
corners and closedness.
Considering that the program uses only six parameters
and takes less than a second for guessing, I am surprised
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at its accuracy and universality. People have taught
it to recognize such things as geometric shapes, parts
of the body, signatures, and types of fruit.
For each gesture the four top candidates are printed with
the ratings. The guess is the leftmost candidate.
(Remember, the lower the rating, the better.)
In theory LEARN could learn to recognize any type of
gesture. In practice, hundreds of parameters would need
to be used, and the program would be too slow. I would
aim a bit lower below a man's intelligence, but above
a dog's; more on the level of a monkey.
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APPENDIX TWO
References to Section 3.1.1, "Gestures and Meaning" by
Dr. Richard Bolt.
Ketteringham, P. J. A., O'Brien, D. D., and Cole, P. G.
"A computer based interactive display system to aid
steelplant scheduling." IEEE Conference on Man-
Computer Interaction, MMS Group, Teddington, England,
September 2-4, 1970, p. 35.
Knowlton, Ken. "Computer displays optically superimposed
on input devices." Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill,
New Jersey.
Lane, H., Boyes, Braem, P., and Bellugi, U. "Preliminaries
to a distinctive feature analysis of handshapes in
American Sign Language." Cognitive Psychology, 1976,
8, 263-289.
Lang, S. "Ideas on the touch sensitive tablet." Architec-
ture Machine Group internal memorandum, April 18, 1976.
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Langer, S. K. Philosophy in a New Key. Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1960.
Slobodnik, A. J., Jr. "Surface acoustic waves and SAW
materials." Proceedings of the IEEE, 1976, 64, 5,
581-595.
Wundt, W. The Language of Gesture. The Hague: Moulton,
1973. (No. 6 in Approaches to Semiotics Series,
T. A. Sebonk (ed.), Research Center of the Language
Sciences, Indiana University.)
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APPENDIX THREE
Hardware Environment
The hardware used in "GESTER" consists mainly of one
input and one output device linked to a CPU. The input
device is a touch sensitive device which consists of
two transparent "mylar type" sheets that are separated
by tiny air pockets resembling dimples. These sheets
are mounted over the screen of the display monitor.
As a user pushes on the "screen," the two sheets touch
and the x and y co-ordinates are read. This device is
manufactured by Elographics Incorporated.
The image display system used was that of the Ramtek
model RM-9300. It is a full-color raster scan display
system which is controlled by a micro-processor. This
system stores its image in 4K random access memory
refresh in binary. All of the programs in "GESTER" were
written with respect to the use of this output device.
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Both the TSD and the Ramtek display are linked to the
Architecture Machine Group's main operating system, Magic,
via a Perkin Elmer (formerly Interdata) Model 7/32,
192 K-byte mini-computer. This processor (CPU) is linked
to a common shared bus system controlled by another 7/32
mini-computer.
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FOOTNOTES
1. Richard Bolt, "Spacial Data Management" -- Interim
Report to ARPA, Cambridge: The Architecture Machine
Group, November 1977.
2. See Newman and Sproull, Principles of Interactive
Graphics, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1973, Introduction.
3. Ibid.
4. N. Negroponte, "Idiosyncratic Systems, Toward Personal
Computers and Understanding Context," ONR Report Number
NN-100-1, March 1977.
5. Christopher Herot, "Graphic Conversation Theory,"
IFIP Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Pattern
Recognition in Computer Aided Design, Grenoble, France,
1978.
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6. N. Negroponte, "On Being Creative with Computer Aided
Design," invited paper, IFIPS Conference, North-Holland
Publishing Company, 1977.
7. For references see Appendix Two.
8. Christopher Herot, "Graphical Conversation Theory,"
IFIP Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Pattern
Recognition in Computer Aided Design, Grenoble, France,
1978.
9. Newman and Sproull, Principles of Interactive Graphics,
McGraw Hill, New York, 1973, pp. 227-231.
10. Christopher Herot, "Graphical Input Through Machine
Recognition of Sketches," Proceedings on the Third
Annual Conference on Computer Graphics; Interactive
Techniques and Image Processing, ACM/SIGGRAPH, 1976.
11. See Appendix One.
12. N. Negroponte, "Idiosyncratic Systems, Toward Personal
Computers and Understanding Context," ONR Report
NN-100-l, March 1977.
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